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Figure 1. In a fixed lighting environment like this arch walkway, photographers can produce many different lighting styles (e.g. butterfly, right loop, 
right split, and right rim) just by rotating the subject in place without changing their location. Given an HDR environment map from a 360 camera at 
some initial orientation (Figure 2) and a target lighting style (bottom left), our tool automatically identifies the optimal angle for reorienting the subject 
to match the desired lighting – e.g. 90◦ for butterfly lighting. We use a precomputed radiance transfer-based method on a generic head, skin, and 
camera model for efficiently optimizing lighting orientation and for visualizing the best orientation match (bottom right). 

ABSTRACT 
We present a capture-time tool designed to help casual photog-
raphers orient their subject to achieve a user-specified target 
facial appearance. The inputs to our tool are an HDR envi-
ronment map of the scene captured using a 360 camera, and 
a target facial appearance, selected from a gallery of com-
mon studio lighting styles. Our tool computes the optimal 
orientation for the subject to achieve the target lighting using a 
computationally efficient precomputed radiance transfer-based 
approach. It then tells the photographer how far to rotate about 
the subject. Optionally, our tool can suggest how to orient a 
secondary external light source (e.g. a phone screen) about 
the subject’s face to further improve the match to the target 
lighting. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach 
in a variety of indoor and outdoor scenes using many differ-
ent subjects to achieve a variety of looks. A user evaluation 
suggests that our tool reduces the mental effort required by 
photographers to produce well-lit portraits. 
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INTRODUCTION 

“We can do everything else beautifully, but if our lighting 
is bad, our portrait will be bad. It is that simple.” 

Light Science & Magic [22] 

In portrait photography, lighting is one of the most important 
elements for establishing the overall look and mood of the 
image [8, 22]. Professional portrait photographers working in 
a studio, typically place one or more lights around the subject 
to carefully control the distribution of bright and dark regions 
on the subject’s face. Outside the studio, where they cannot 
control light placement, professional photographers instead 
focus on orienting the subject with respect to the lights in the 
environment to adjust the distribution of light falling on the 
face. While the fixed light placement makes it impossible to 
achieve all the different looks that are possible in a studio, 
good photographers can often produce several distinctly dif-
ferent appearances just by reorienting the subject (Figure 1). 
Yet, most casual photographers primarily focus on maintaining 
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Figure 2. Photographers first capture an HDR environment map at the 
expected location of the subject’s head using a 360 camera (left). The 
subject then moves to the location, and our tool suggests how far to ro-
tate the subject to achieve different lighting styles (middle). After re-
orientation, the photographer shoots the final portrait using a primary 
portrait camera (right). Note that our approach also allows for selfies, 
where the subject is the photographer. 

even brightness on the face [29], rarely considering all the vari-
ations in facial appearance that are possible via reorientation. 

In this paper, we present a capture-time tool that suggests 
how portrait photographers should orient their subject within 
an environment to best achieve a user-specified target facial 
appearance. Photographers start by using an off-the-shelf 360 
camera as a light probe to capture an HDR environment map of 
the light in a scene (Figure 2). They then select a target facial 
appearance from a pre-designed gallery of common studio 
lighting styles that the tool determines are most feasible in 
the current environment. Photographers can optionally paint 
weights to adjust the distribution of bright and dark regions in 
the target appearance. Our tool then tells the photographer how 
far the subject should rotate (clockwise or counterclockwise) 
to produce the best match to the target appearance and provides 
real-time feedback showing how close the current camera view 
is to the view at the target orientation. If the photographer has 
a secondary source of light (e.g. a phone screen, a flash, etc.), 
our tool can also suggest how to orient it about the subject’s 
face to further improve the match to the target lighting. After 
reorientation, the photographer can shoot the portrait using 
any available primary camera (e.g. a phone, a DSLR, etc.). 

Our prototype implementation runs on a laptop, uses a 360 
camera to capture the environment, and a webcamera to de-
termine the current view to aid in reorientation. But as 360 
cameras become more widespread, we envision that they will 
become a standard tool for capturing environment maps and 
that all of our prototype hardware would be built into the 
primary portrait camera. Already it is possible to buy a 360 
camera that attaches to a cell phone [23]. Thus, we have de-
signed our implementation to be computationally lightweight 
enough to easily run on a phone or a DSLR, while remaining 
performant enough to be used at capture-time. 

The key idea of our approach is to use an efficient precomputed 
radiance transfer (PRT) method [9,36,49] with a generic head, 
skin, and camera model, to compute the appearance of the face 
under different orientations of the environment. We show how 
to formulate a target facial appearance as a weighting function 

in the image domain, and pre-integrate it against a light trans-
port matrix for the generic head to significantly accelerate the 
search for the orientation of the lighting environment that best 
achieves the target appearance. We also introduce a method for 
optimally placing a secondary light source in the environment 
to best achieve a target facial appearance. Our prototype im-
plementation running in Matlab takes 0.19 milliseconds (5263 
fps) to compute the optimal orientation. A user evaluation 
suggests that our tool is very useful and reduces the mental 
effort required to produce well-lit portraits. We discuss why 
our approach may be suitable for implementation directly in 
phones and/or DSLR hardware. 

RELATED WORK 
Human faces are one of the most popular subjects in photogra-
phy. As a result, researchers have developed a number of tech-
niques for enhancing portraits via perspective correction [17], 
transferring makeup [20, 54], improving attractiveness [28], 
transfiguring appearance based on Internet photos [24], and 
bringing still portraits to life [4]. Lighting design is another 
well studied problem, and here we focus on the subset of these 
methods that are most related to our work on portrait lighting. 

Computational image relighting. Debevec et al. [14] were 
the first to introduce the approach of capturing multiple im-
ages of a face (or scene) from the same viewpoint, but under 
different lighting conditions, and then letting users composite 
these basis images to produce the image under novel illumi-
nations. Extensions to this approach let users specify higher 
level design objectives (e.g. emphasize contour, remove shad-
ows), and then automatically find the set of input images that 
should be composited to achieve the desired result [2,3,10,11]. 
However, all of these methods require 10s to 100s of input 
images under varying lighting conditions and some require 
specialized lighting hardware, which can make it difficult for 
subjects to remain still throughout the capture process. 

Others have focused on computational relighting using a 
smaller number of input images. Quotient image meth-
ods [30, 32, 39, 44, 57] require two images of the same face 
under different lighting conditions A and B and compute the 
ratio of the pixel value. Then given an image of a new face 
under lighting condition A, these methods can generate the 
new face under lighting condition B. Portrait style transfer [48] 
focuses on transferring image statistics from a user-chosen 
style exemplar to an input portrait. While this method does 
not focus on relighting, the resulting changes to the image usu-
ally affect local contrast and can appear to change the overall 
illumination falling on the face. 

While these computational relighting methods are powerful, 
they are designed to post-process input images after capture, 
and all require pixel-level alignment between the faces in each 
input image to ensure artifact-free results. Moreover, some 
of them can generate unrealistic lighting as they may fuse 
together pixels or image statistics from portions of different 
images. In contrast, we focus on directing the photographer at 
capture-time to shoot the single photograph that best achieves 
the desired lighting. Therefore, our approach cannot suffer 
from pixel-level artifacts or unrealistic lighting. 



Figure 3. Our tool includes a set of 16 lighting styles (top), selected from commonly used studio lighting styles to represent the diversity of placement 
of the main light source(s). Only 11 styles are shown here as each named style that starts with the word “right” also has a “left” version in our tool. 
We render these in PBRT [42] using the generic head and skin model, manually placing area light sources around the head based on studio lighting 
setups shown in portrait photography books [8, 22]. We convert a lighting style into a target facial appearance weighting function f t by rescaling it to 
lie between [0,1] and then shifting it to put the mean brightness of the facial pixels at 0 (middle). We then pre-integrate the weighting function against 
the light transport matrix T to form the pre-integrated target in the lighting domain Ft . Orange represents positive values where the image should be 
brighter and blue represents negative values where the image should be darker. 

Automated lighting design for synthetic scenes. Lighting 
plays a central role in the perception of scenes. Based on 
this fact, researchers have developed lighting optimization 
techniques designed to place highlights and shadows [25, 40] 
to enhance shape [19, 26, 45, 46, 56], and to improve materi-
als perception [9] in synthetic scenes. Our work is inspired 
by these methods, but focuses on optimizing the lighting for 
depicting faces in real world environments. 

Capture-time lighting optimization. A few research groups 
have developed capture-time lighting optimization techniques 
that focus on adding light to a scene at capture-time. Adels-
berger et al. [1] develop custom flash hardware that uses a 
depth image to spatially adapt the illumination so that the 
scene is evenly lit despite variations in depth. Srikanth et 
al. [51] automatically position rim lights around the subject 
using a robotic light-carrying drone to create dramatic contour 
lighting. Murmann et al. [34] develop custom bounce flash 
hardware that automatically reorients the flash to bounce off 
nearby surfaces to ensure that the subject’s face is well lit. 
While these projects are similar to our work, they require cus-
tomized hardware (e.g. depth sensors, drones, reorientation 
motors) making them inaccessible to photographers today. In 
contrast, our approach focuses on using off-the-shelf hardware 
so that anyone with a 360 camera and primary portrait camera 
could use it today. Li and Vogel [29] present a smartphone ap-
plication that can guide users towards an evenly lit portrait at 
a fixed location. Their work focuses on scenes with one main 
directional light source whereas we account for all lighting in 
the scene. 

PORTRAIT LIGHTING OPTIMIZATION 
Our lighting optimization tool takes two inputs: (1) an HDR 
environment map, representing the illumination falling on the 
subject’s face, and (2) a user-specified target facial appearance 
that represents the desired distribution of bright and dark re-
gions on the subject’s face. The tool then suggests how to 
reorient the subject with respect to the environment to best 
produce the target appearance. 

We have analyzed a number of books on portrait photogra-
phy [8,21,22,31,33] and they all suggest that because skin is a 
diffuse reflector, photographers should focus on the broad, low-
frequency distributions of bright and dark regions on the face 
rather than on high-frequency highlights and details. They 
describe studio lighting setups (placement and orientation) 
that produce different looks by changing the bright and dark 
facial regions (Figure 3 top row). Outside the studio, they 
suggest orienting the subject with respect to the lights in the 
environment to similarly control facial lighting. In short, the 
orientation of the face with respect to the environment has a 
much greater impact on facial appearance due to lighting, than 
either the individual differences in facial features (e.g. geom-
etry, skin tone, etc.), or perspective effects from the camera, 
and a low-resolution environment map is enough to capture 
the light falling on the subject. 

These guidelines allow us to use three key approximations in 
rendering a suitable proxy for evaluating the lighting on the 
face: we use (1) a generic head and skin model, (2) a camera 
with a default field of view placed at a fixed distance from 
the head, and render it with (3) a significantly downsampled 
version of our input HDR environment map. Because the 
scene and camera models are fixed, we can adapt Bousseau 
et al.’s [9] pre-computed radiance transfer approach to our 
problem and efficiently find the orientation of the face that 
best matches the target lighting. In the next four subsections, 
we first summarize how we adapt Bousseau et al.’s lighting 
optimization approach, then describe how the target facial 
appearances are specified for our problem, next show how our 
approach can be extended to place a secondary light source, 
and finally provide implementation details. 

Lighting Optimization with Pre-Integration 
Bousseau et al.’s [9] lighting optimization approach builds on 
precomputed radiance transfer techniques [36, 49]. In matrix 
form, the image B of the scene lit by an environment map L is 
given by 

B = TL. (1) 
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Both B and L are vectors, of the image and environment re-
spectively, while T is the light transport matrix that represents 
how light from the environment map is transported through 
the scene to form the image. The columns of T are each a 
rendered image of the scene as lit by a single pixel of the 
environment map. 

Suppose f (x) is a weighting function that specifies the target 
facial appearance at each image pixel x, using positive values 
where the face should be brighter and negative values where 
the face should be darker (Figure 3). Then we can define an 
image quality metric as the integral over all the pixels in the 
image of the pixel-wise product of the weight function and the 
image. In matrix form, the image quality metric C is 

C = f tB = f t TL. (2) 

Once the target weighting function f is fixed, we can pre-
integrate it over the image domain 

Ft = f tT, (3) 

and the image quality metric becomes 

C = Ft L. (4) 

The pre-integration allows us to efficiently compute the image 
quality C under any lighting L as a dot product of two vectors 
that are the size of the environment map. 

In order to compute the optimal orientation for the lighting L, 
we find the rotation R that maximizes 

C(R) = Ft R(L). (5) 

In practice, since most subjects are standing or sitting up 
vertically with respect to the environment, we limit the search 
to a set of 1D rotation angles about the vertical axis (azimuth). 

Specifying Target Facial Appearance 
The target facial appearance weighting function f (x) specifies 
which pixels in the final image should be brighter (positive val-
ues) and which should be darker (negative values). A weight 
value of f (x) = 0 implies that pixel x should be ignored when 
evaluating the image quality metric C. 

Our lighting optimization tool provides a built-in set of such 
weighting functions that are based on common studio light-
ing styles (Figure 3). Suppose T is a rendered image of 
our generic head model in one of these lighting styles. We 
mask out the pixels falling outside of the rendered face (i.e. 
background pixels) as they are irrelevant to the target facial 
appearance. We then linearly rescale the remaining pixels of 
T to lie between [0,1]. Finally we set � 

T̃ (x) − mean(T̃ ) if x ∈ Face f (x) = (6)0 otherwise 

where T̃  is the masked and re-scaled version of T , and 
mean(T̃ ) is the mean pixel value of T̃  across the facial pix-
els. By setting our target weighting function f (x) in this way, 
our optimization tries to match the brightness at each point 
on the face relative to the average brightness of the face. In 
practice, we have found that this approach generally finds a 
good match in terms of the overall distribution of bright and 

dark regions on face and is relatively robust to differences in 
the total amount of light in the environment – i.e. we can use 
the same target in both dark and bright settings. For additional 
control, our tool lets users manually adjust the built-in target 
weighting functions using a painting interface as described in 
Step 2 of the Interaction Section. 

Placing an Additional Light Source 
Photographers may sometimes have an additional light source 
(e.g. a phone screen, a flash unit, etc.) that they can manually 
orient around the face to further improve the match to the 
target lighting. We can adapt Equation 5 to compute the 
optimal orientation for this additional light source as follows 

C(Radd, R) = Ft (Radd(Ladd) R(L)), (7) 

where Ladd is an environment map capturing just the additional 
light source with an accompanying alpha mask set to 1 within 
the light source and 0 outside it, and is the over image 
compositing operator. Our optimization searches over the 
space of rotations for the additional light source Radd as well 
as the primary scene lighting R and considers the quality 
metric C for the composite of these two environment maps. We 
use the over operator under the assumption that the additional 
light source is closer to the face and therefore occludes the 
scene lighting behind it. Thus, our optimization finds the pair 
of orientations that best produce the target appearance. Note 
that because the additional light source is often handheld we 
search a 2D band of rotation angles that vary both the light 
source’s azimuth and altitude angles. 

Implementation 
Our optimization algorithm requires an environment map L 
and a target facial appearance weighting function f (x) as 
input. While current 360 cameras can generate high resolution 
(e.g. 4K) environment maps, we have found that resolutions 
of 64 × 32 for L and 100 × 100 for the image are sufficient 
for our optimization (see Algorithmic Evaluation Section). 
Additional resolution in the lighting or the image makes little 
visual difference in the appearance of the rendered head model, 
as the subsurface skin material we use is relatively diffuse. 

We precompute the transport matrix T using the PBRT ray-
tracer [42] treating the generic PBRT head with the built-in 
subsurface scattering skin material model (kdsubsurface) as 
our scene. Each column of T is an image of the scene as lit by 
a single pixel of the environment map L. For our image and 
lighting resolutions, serially computing T on a single machine 
takes 17.1 hours. The resulting three-channel RGB transport 
matrix T is 246 MB uncompressed, and after precomputing T, 
we can generate a color rendering of the scene under any light-
ing L using Equation 1 in 13 milliseconds (77 fps). In practice 
however, we only use the three-channel transport matrix to 
render the visualization of the lighting on the generic head 
model at the optimal orientation which we call the PRT render 
match (Figures 1 and 4). For all other computations, since 
the distributions of bright and dark regions matter more than 
color, we use a grayscale transport matrix T of size 81.9 MB 
uncompressed and also convert the lighting L to grayscale. 



Figure 4. The image quality metric varies as we rotate the environment. Maximizing the metric produces a good match (both photo and PRT render) to 
the target facial appearance and the bright/dark areas in the environment map match those in the pre-integrated target weighting function Ft . At the 
median and minimum metric values the matches are not as good. 

Pre-integrating the target weighting function f t against the 
single-channel transport matrix T to compute Ft as in Equa-
tion 3 takes 3.5 milliseconds (286 fps). After this pre-
integration, computing our image quality metric is very fast 
as it requires computing a dot product between two vectors 
Ft and L and takes 0.003 milliseconds (333333 fps). Given 
the pre-integrated target weighting function Ft , we can iden-
tify the lighting rotation R that maximizes our image quality 
metric C using Equation 5 (Figure 4). We have found that it 
is sufficient to compute the image quality metric C at 5.625◦ 
rotation increments about the vertical axis. Finer sampling is 
unnecessary in practice as photographers usually only reorient 
to within a few degrees of the target orientation (see User 
Evaluation Section). Computing the optimal orientation for 
the environment lighting takes 0.19 milliseconds (5263 fps) 
for a single lighting target and is linearly related to the number 
of rotation increments we sample (in our case 64). 

To optimize placement of an additional light source, we sam-
ple a 2D band of rotation angles ranging from 0◦ to 360◦ at 
5.625◦ increments around the vertical axis (azimuth) and rang-
ing from −67.5◦ to 67.5◦ about the horizontal axis (altitude) 
at 16.875◦ increments. Computing the orientation for the en-
vironment as well as an additional light source, then takes 110 
milliseconds (9 fps) for a single target and is again linearly 
related to the number of rotation increments we sample (38864 
in our case; 64 for the environment times 64× 9 for the addi-
tional light). We have experimented with a greedy approach 
in which we first find the optimal rotation for the environment, 
keep that rotation fixed, and then search for the optimal rota-
tion for the additional light source. This approach significantly 
reduces the number of rotation samples (640 = 64 + 64 × 9), 
and therefore our overall cost to 1.9 milliseconds (526 fps). 
While it generally produces similar results to the full optimiza-
tion, they are not always the same. In this paper we report all 
results using the full optimization and leave it to future work 
to further improve the efficiency of placing an additional light 
source. 

All of our timings are computed using our Matlab implemen-
tation running on a MacBook Pro laptop (2017) with a 3.1 
GHz Intel Core i7 processor. We expect a natively compiled 
implementation running on a GPU or even a CPU would run 
faster and could easily run on modern smartphones. 

INTERACTION 
For a photographer, using our portrait lighting optimization 
tool involves four steps: (1) capturing an HDR environment 
map of the location, (2) specifying a target facial appearance, 
(3) following our tool’s guidance to reorient self and subject, 
and (4) taking the final portrait. Note that our tool can be used 
without modification to take selfies in which the photographer 
is the subject. We detail how the photographer interacts with 
our tool in the first three of these steps. 

Step 1: Capture Environment Map 
The photographer starts by capturing an HDR environment 
map in the location they would like the subject’s face to ap-
pear in the final photograph using a 360 camera in bracketed 
exposure mode (we use a Ricoh Theta V). The photographer 
should ensure that nothing is obstructing the camera’s view of 
the light sources in the environment. For handheld capture, we 
recommend that the photographer kneel under the 360 camera 
to minimize occlusions. 

In bracketing mode, we take 3 exposures at fixed aperture 
and ISO – one exposed at the auto-exposure settings, one two 
stops brighter, and one two stops darker. The Ricoh takes 
about 10 seconds to capture the 3 images and outputs gamma-
corrected sRGB at 5376× 2688 resolution in JPG format. We 
provide a pre-processing tool that applies Ebner’s [15] lin-
earization algorithm via Matlab’s rgb2lin function and then 
uses Reinhard et al.’s [43] algorithm via Matlab’s makehdr 
function to convert the exposures into a single HDR environ-
ment map. Finally, we downsample the environment map to 
64× 32 resolution for use in our optimization procedure. This 
pre-processing takes about 16.2 seconds. 

While the HDR capture, transfer to the laptop, and pre-
processing, can take a few minutes in our prototype implemen-
tation, the vast majority of the time is spent in the transfer. We 
believe that in the fully integrated tool we envision, where the 
tool runs on a single device that captures the environment at 
low resolution, this time would be significantly reduced (see 
Discussion Section). To place an additional light source the 
photographer must a priori capture an HDR environment map 
of the additional light (Ladd in Equation 7) in a dark (ideally 
blackout) room, using the same procedure and camera settings 
as used to capture the scene. We set the light (a phone screen) 
about one foot from the 360 camera in our experiments. In 



Figure 5. Upon loading an HDR environment map, the interface of our portrait lighting tool computes the optimal orientation for each target lighting 
style (Figure 3) and displays a gallery of target appearances (left). The tool grays out unattainable targets. Selecting a target brings up the reorientation 
guidance screen, which displays how far the photographer should rotate clockwise or counterclockwise about the subject (right). It also shows the 
background at the target orientation and the current view from a webcamera at the current location of the photographer. As the photographer gets 
close to the target orientation, clicking the Start Alignment button overlays the current view on the target orientation view (see supplemental material). 

general we expect photographers would choose this offset dis-
tance based on the power of the light source and how close 
to the face they are willing to place the additional light. The 
photographer must capture a new HDR environment map for 
each additional light source and offset distance, but once cap-
tured they can be reused in any setting. In this case, the main 
environment map should be captured with matching camera 
exposure settings. 

Step 2: Specify Target Facial Appearance 
Our optimization tool includes a pre-designed gallery of target 
facial appearance weighting functions that are based on com-
mon studio lighting styles (Figure 3). Because these targets are 
known in advance, we pre-integrate them against the transport 
matrix T a priori. As soon as the photographer loads the envi-
ronment map, our tool applies the optimization procedure (see 
Lighting Optimization with Pre-Integration Section) to iden-
tify the optimal orientation angle for each target and displays 
all of these results gallery of target appearances (Figure 5). 

Not all target appearances are achievable in every environment. 
In such cases, the image quality metric is relatively low for all 
orientations and the quality of the maximizing orientation is 
close to the mean quality across all orientations. Therefore, 
our tool computes the maximum image quality across all ori-
entations and if it is less than an absolute threshold ε , our tool 
marks the target appearance as unattainable. We empirically 
set ε = 45. In the gallery of target appearances, all unattain-
able targets are grayed out. Additionally, photographers can 
manually adjust any of the targets, including those that are 
grayed out, using a painting interface (see supplemental mate-
rials). Our tool re-computes the pre-integration of the adjusted 
target weighting f t against the transport matrix T, and then 
runs the optimization using the adjusted Ft . 

Step 3: Follow Guidance to Reorient Self and Subject 
Once the photographer chooses a specific target facial appear-
ance, our lighting optimization tool tells the photographer how 

far to rotate (clockwise or counterclockwise) about the sub-
ject to achieve the desired appearance (Figure 5). In addition 
to the rotation angle, it provides the current view from the 
primary camera, and also displays the portion of the environ-
ment that should be visible after the rotation. The goal of the 
photographer is to match these two views. To further aid the 
reorientation process, our tool optionally provides real-time 
feedback showing how well the current and desired views 
match, by overlaying the current view onto the desired view 
after transformation by the best-fit homography between them 
(see supplemental materials). If the photographer is placing an 
additional light source, our tool next describes how to orient 
the light with respect to the subject’s face as a pair of rotation 
angles (azimuth and altitude) for the center of the light, and 
provides a schematic diagram illustrating the relative orienta-
tion between the light and the face (Figure 8) after the subject 
has been oriented with respect to the environment. In practice, 
either the photographer, the subject, a third person or a tripod 
needs to hold the additional light source in place. 

RESULTS 
We have tested our portrait lighting tool in a variety of lo-
cations with many different subjects – e.g. of varying skin 
tones, hair styles, facial hair/accessories, etc. In each case, we 
captured the optimal orientation as reported by our tool for 
each of our built-in targets, including those that the interface 
suggested were unattainable in the environment. Figures 1, 6, 
and 7 show many of these results and the complete set can be 
found in our supplemental materials. These examples include 
a range of different lighting conditions – e.g. indoors with 
windows and lamps, and outdoors during the day and night 
with sun, overcast, streetlights, partly covered, etc. 

As shown in Figures 1 and 6, our tool is usually able to find 
good matches for the butterfly, loop (left and right), and split 
(left and right) lighting styles as these include a strong pri-
mary light source located above and either in front of the face 
(butterfly) or to one side of it (loop, split). In many of these 
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Figure 6. Portraits captured in different environments using our tools to achieve variety of target lighting styles. These lighting styles typically contain 
a strong primary light source in front of and above the face (butterfly) or to the side of the face (loop, split, rim). Our tool is able to emphasize the 
evenness of butterfly lighting and the key triangle in loop lighting. Rim lighting reproduces the strong highlight at the contour of the face in well-lit 
environments, but in the darker library and quad night scenes the light is not quite strong enough to produce a bright contour. 

cases, the strongest light is the sun either directly illuminating 
the face or passing through a window; but in some indoor and 
nighttime scenes like library and quad night, the primary light 
is due to lamps. Our tool is generally able to find orientations 
that emphasize the key triangle on the subject’s cheek char-
acteristic of loop lighting (i.e. in left loop, the cheek under 
the subject’s right eye is bright relative to the right side of the 
face and vice versa for right loop), and reproduce the evenness 
of butterfly lighting. Rim lighting places a strong primary 
light slightly behind the subject’s head to one side. In most of 
these environments, our tool finds a good orientation match for 
this lighting style (arch walkway, gothic walkway, apartment, 
balcony), but in darker environments like library and quad 
night, the primary light is not always strong enough to brightly 
illuminate the contour of the face. 

Lighting styles that require two relatively strong lights facing 
one another (badger) or that require lighting from below (be-
low, below side) are more difficult to achieve in most fixed 
lighting environments. Nevertheless as shown in Figure 7, our 
tool can sometimes find orientations that match these styles as 
we see for academic building, columns night, and windowed 
hall. In other cases like modern quad and walkway night, 
it matches the badger lighting on only one side of the face 
since there is only one strong main light. Similarly, in these 
two scenes, for the below lighting styles our tool suggests an 
orientation in which the subjects are lit a bit more from the 
side than from below. 

Alternatively, users can use an additional light source to bet-
ter achieve targets that require light from multiple directions. 

For example, Figure 8 shows how our tool suggests placing 
a phone screen to capture targets that are unattainable in the 
fixed lighting of the environment. In the target combining loop 
and rim lighting (top row), the additional light generates the 
bright rim highlight on the right contour of the face opposite 
the side lit by the primary light in the environment. In the 
badger example (bottom row), the additional light acts as a 
second key light brightening the left side of the face and ap-
proximately mirroring the primary light in the environment. 
More results for placing an additional light source and us-
ing our painting interface to adjust lighting targets are in the 
supplemental materials. 

Algorithmic Evaluation 
To evaluate the robustness of our optimization algorithm, we 
consider how several parameters affect the image quality met-
ric and the resulting optimal orientation angle. 

Resolution of lighting and rendered image. To check how 
the resolution of the lighting and the image affect the image 
quality metric, we varied the lighting and image resolutions 
and generated image quality graphs for 192 (scene, target light-
ing) pairs as in Figure 9 (12 scenes and 16 lighting targets). 
For each such graph, we compute the difference between the 
optimal angle that maximizes image quality, and the corre-
sponding optimal angle for the highest resolution lighting or 
image respectively. Averaged across all 192 (scene, target 
lighting) pairs, we obtain the following differences in optimal 
angles for lighting: 32× 16 (diff: 6.15◦), 64× 32 (diff: 1.9◦), 
128 × 64 (diff: 0◦); and for images: 50 × 50 (diff: 4.95◦), 
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Figure 7. Some lighting styles are difficult to achieve in most fixed light environments. Badger requires two main lights facing one another with a 
dark center while the below lighting styles require strong illumination from below. However, our tool can sometimes find orientations that match such 
difficult target styles as we see here for the academic building, columns night, and windowed hall. For the other environments, modern quad and walkway 
night, it can only match the badger lighting on one side of the face and the below lighting appears a little more like side lighting than lighting from 
below. 

100× 100 (diff: 2.02◦), 200× 200 (diff: 0◦). While the differ-
ences in angles are relatively small – within a few degrees – 
on close inspection it is possible to see small differences in 
some of the renderings. Overall, we find that a lighting resolu-
tion of 64× 32 and an image resolution of 100× 100 provides 
minimal loss in quality, while maintaining a relatively small 
sized transport matrix. 

Distance between 360 camera and subject’s head. We 
checked the robustness of our algorithm to using lighting 
captured by a 360 camera at various distances from the sub-
ject’s head. As shown in Figure 10, lighting taken from 1 to 
2 feet away from the subject produce similar image quality 
metric graphs, with maxima that are relatively close to one an-
other. We find that the optimal angles differ from the optimal 
angle for the centered lighting by an average of 6.43◦ across 
all other lighting locations and lighting targets. These results 
suggest that as long as the lighting is relatively far away from 
the viewer, the environment map does not need to be taken 
exactly at the location of the subject. 

Width of optimal image quality peak. Our optimization is 
designed to find the peak in the image quality metric graph. 
For each such peak, we compute the range of angles on either 
side of the peak for which the image quality metric remains 
within 3% of the maximum value. Averaged across all of 
our 192 (scene, target lighting) pairs, we find that this range 
is 17.05◦σ = 9.73◦ , or ±8.5◦ on either side of the peak. As 
long as photographers are within this range of the optimal 
orientation computed by our tool, they will produce an image 
with lighting that is very similar to the rendered target image 
(within 3% in terms of the image quality metric). As we show 
in User Evaluation, we find that users typically match the 
optimal orientation to within ±9◦ of the peak. 

User Evaluation 
To better understand how our tool helps users, we asked 28 
people (20 amateur, 8 experienced) to complete three tasks. (1) 
First, we asked them to position and orient their subject (half 
used themselves as the subject and took selfies, while the other 
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to the environment. 

half used a friend) to take a nice, well-lit portrait. (2) We next 
showed them images of 16 pre-defined studio lighting styles 
(Figure 3 top row) and asked them to use one as reference and 
take another well-lit portrait matching it. (3) Finally, we asked 
them to use our interface to select an attainable target lighting 
style and capture it. 

After each task, we asked participants to rate the usefulness 
of the method they used to produce a well-lit portrait on a 
Likert scale running from 1-strongly disagree to 7-strongly 
agree. We found a significant difference (Friedman test) in 
usefulness between the three tasks [χ2(2) = 18.6, p < 0.001]. 
All three pairwise comparisons (Wilcoxon signed-rank test) 
were significant; in particular, participants rated our tool in 
task 3 as more useful (µ = 6.5, σ = 0.7) than simply seeing a 
reference lighting style image as in task 2 (µ = 5.5, σ = 1.1, 
p < 0.025) or having no guidance as in task 1 (µ = 4.5, σ = 
1.2, p < 0.005). We similarly asked them to rate how well-lit 
the images were in each condition on a 7-point Likert scale 
and found a significant difference [χ2(2) = 7.0, p < 0.03]. 
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Figure 10. Effects of varying the position of lighting with respect to the 
subject’s head for the art studio scene and left loop target. We vary the 
position of the 360 camera around the subject’s head (located at the cen-
ter of coordinate frame as in inset). Despite the differences in the graphs, 
in this case there is no difference in the optimal angle for the centered 
lighting versus the optimal angle for the lighting 2 feet away at 180◦ . We 
find that the optimal angles differ from the optimal angle for the cen-
tered lighting by an average of 6.43◦ across all other lighting locations 
and lighting targets. 
The images produced using our interface were more well-lit 
(µ = 6.3, σ = 0.6) than using only a reference target (µ = 5.5, 
σ = 1.3, p < 0.025) or having no guidance (µ = 5.5, σ = 1.3, 
p < 0.025). 

In a post-study interview, our 20 amateur participants consis-
tently said that our tool reduced the mental effort required to 
produce well-lit portraits. They attributed this reduction to the 
separation between choosing the target lighting style and the 
guidance to achieve the chosen style. One wrote, “The think-
ing was concentrated in the stage when I chose the target... 
After I chose what I wanted, the tool made it pretty simple to 
get [it]” (P7). We used a NASA-TLX questionnaire (exclud-
ing physical demand) to further assess differences in cognitive 
load between tasks 2 and 3 for amateur participants. We found 
a significant difference [Wilcoxon V (2) = 64.5, p < 0.05], 
suggesting that our tool makes it mentally easier to achieve 
desired lighting styles compared to simply using a reference 
target image. Directly asking the amateurs to rate the ease of 
orienting the subject on a 7-point Likert scale, we also found 
a significant difference between using a reference target in 
task 2 (µ = 3.8, σ = 1.6) and using our interface in task 3 
(µ = 6.1, σ = 0.9) [V (2) = 153, p < .001]. 

We checked how well all the participants matched the orien-
tation angle proposed by our tool in task 3, by comparing the 
background of their portraits to the corresponding environment 
map. We found that they were able to reorient to within an 
average of 9◦ (σ = 7.5), on either side of the target orientation. 
When manually orienting the subject for task 2, participants 
were only able to orient to within an average of 49◦ (σ = 50.1) 
[t(27) = 4.3, p < .001]. In this case, only 3 of 20 amateur 
participants and 5 of 8 experts were able to reorient to within 
10◦ of the optimal target orientation. 

Finally, interviews with our expert photographers revealed that 
our interface made them more confident and deliberate in their 
lighting choices. They said they were able to achieve better 
lighting “without as much mental demand” (P5). They simi-
larly appreciated that “it separated the choice of lighting from 
the rest of the photographic process” (P14), encouraging them 
to “branch out” (P14) and “explore” (P2). A professional 
New York Times photographer said that our tool would also 
be helpful in scenarios where he has limited time in a location 
with a subject. See supplemental materials for additional user 
study details. 

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
While our approach for optimizing portrait lighting at capture-
time can often suggest how to achieve a variety of lighting 
styles, it does have a few limitations that suggest directions 
for future work. 

Fixed lighting. The main assumption of our approach is that 
lighting in the environment is fixed. As noted in Figure 7, 
some environments may not contain lights at the locations 
necessary to achieve certain lighting styles. However, our tool 
does mark lighting styles as unattainable in such situations so 
that the photographer is aware of the problem. Our tool can 
also help the photographer place an additional light source to 
achieve the target lighting. However this requires that either 
the photographer, the subject, a third person or a tripod hold 
the additional light in place. 

Generic head and skin models. Using generic head and skin 
reflectance models allows our tool to use an efficient PRT-
based approach to compute the optimal lighting orientation. 
As a result, our approach cannot account for individual differ-
ences in the geometric shape of the face or reflectance proper-
ties of the skin (due to skin tone, skin type, facial hair, etc.). 
We argue that the overall distribution of light and dark regions 
on the face is less affected by such individual differences. Nev-
ertheless, these can have some effect on the appearance and 
shape of light and dark regions. We also do not consider how 
hair can occlude the light falling on the face. One approach 
may be to build a subject-specific head model using recent 
image-based facial geometry acquisition methods [4, 17] or 
RGB-D cameras. But even given the geometry, efficiently op-
timizing the lighting orientation without using our PRT-based 
approach is an open challenge. 

Optimizing subject position. Our tool assumes distant light-
ing and only considers the orientation of the subject relative to 
the lighting environment. In many locations, changing the sub-



ject’s position, even by a few feet, can significantly alter the 
light falling on their face, especially when there are nearby oc-
cluders. Optimizing position in addition to orientation would 
enable much more control over the lighting, but likely require 
more significant modeling of geometry and light transport in 
the environment. 

Alternative approach. An alternative approach for producing 
well-lit portraits, might involve first recording a video cen-
tered on the subject’s face as the subject rotates in place by 
360 degrees, and then analyzing the video to find the frame 
that best matches each target lighting style. Our experience 
is that capturing such video at high-quality (without motion 
blur, while maintaining a nice facial expression, etc.) is very 
difficult. Nevertheless, assuming it is possible to capture such 
a video at high-quality, an open direction for future work is 
to develop an automatic algorithm for matching frames of the 
video to a target lighting style. 

DISCUSSION 
Our goals in designing a capture-time lighting optimizing tool 
were to provide a computationally simple and efficient tech-
nique that could be used with off-the-shelf hardware today 
and could be fully incorporated into a single camera system in 
the future. Our prototype implementation achieves these goals 
using two complementary ideas. The first idea is to treat a 360 
camera as a light probe that can quickly capture the lighting 
in the environment. We believe that such light probes could 
eventually be built into cameras as just another sensor akin to 
light meters and focus sensors today. The second idea is to ef-
ficiently find the optimal lighting orientation by evaluating the 
appearance of a generic face model under different rotations 
of the captured lighting using a PRT-based approach. In fact, 
we show that evaluating each orientation requires computing a 
single dot product between vectors that are the size of the en-
vironment map, and that a low-resolution environment map of 
size 64× 32 is sufficient for optimizing portrait lighting. One 
of the main implications of our work is that incorporating even 
a very low-resolution 360 light probe into a camera system 
would be useful for our application. Moreover, because our op-
timization is extremely efficient, requiring 0.19 milliseconds, 
it is well suited for running on a single integrated device. This 
would further eliminate the cumbersome switching between 
operating a 360 camera and a laptop and a primary portrait 
camera as in our prototype. 

A concern when using PRT-based techniques is that the size 
of the transport matrix T (246 MB uncompressed in our case) 
can be prohibitive for devices with limited memory. However, 
if the target appearance weighting functions f t are known a 
priori, we only have to store the pre-integrated lighting domain 
vectors Ft to evaluate the image quality, and it is unnecessary 
to store T. In our application, we use T to render the PRT 
matches for the optimal orientation angles we identify for each 
target. These visualizations can help the user understand what 
the face will look like in the target orientation, but they are 
not essential for using our system. We also use the transport 
matrix T to pre-integrate the target weighting function when 
the user manually adjusts it via our painting interface. In 
practice however, we believe most casual users would focus 

on the built-in set of target lighting styles and would not need 
the additional control afforded by the painting interface. Thus, 
it may be possible to offer most of the benefits of our approach 
without the transport matrix in the end-user interface. 

CONCLUSION 
Lighting is a crucial element of portrait photography. But 
choosing how to orient a subject with respect to the environ-
ment has traditionally required paying careful attention to the 
available light, as well as understanding of how that light 
might fall on the face to produce different looks. We have 
demonstrated a capture-time tool that uses a 360 camera as a 
light probe and suggests how to orient the subject with respect 
the to surrounding environment to best achieve a user-specified 
target appearance. We believe that such a tool can make it 
easier for photographers to consider a variety of different looks 
that may be possible in an environment. 
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